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So, before I begin I just want to mention that this is a landmark talk for me tonight. It’s been 

ten years as of this month since I was diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder, and this is my 

tenth time speaking in front of a NAMI Family-to-Family class. 

—— 

One of my least favorite questions in life is: “how are you?” 

It’s such a loaded question for someone with a mental illness. Do I measure how I’m doing in 

terms of how long it’s been since my last psychotic episode? Since my last depressive episode? 

Since my last manic episode? Do I measure how I’m doing in terms of how long it’s been since 

my parents have had to drive from Aurora to come and pick me up? 

It’s a complicated question to answer, much more complicated for me than it is for the 

average person. 

Schizophrenia literally means “split mind” and I think this is a very apt way to describe me. I 

can hold completely contradictory views in my head at the same time with very few problems. I 

can stand in front of you tonight, with part of me being absolutely convinced that I’m just making 

up my entire illness to get attention. It doesn’t matter how much I or other people argue with me, 

present me the facts: how could I possibly fool so many doctors for so many years without ever 

having even known what schizoaffective disorder was before I was diagnosed with it? How 

could I fool my ECT doctor? Wouldn’t someone notice that I wasn’t telling the truth in all the 

speeches I’ve given or all of the blog posts I’ve written? It doesn’t matter how rational the 

argument is, how sound the reasoning is - there’s always going to be a part of me that believes 

I’m making my illness up for attention. 

But at the same time I can stand before you this evening, and tell you all about my mental 

illness and not feel riddled with guilt. Because the other part of me knows (just as strongly) that I 

suffer from a very serious illness, that I’ve suffered tremendously in the past 10 years, and that I 

have some hope and, hopefully, some wisdom to offer to y’all. 
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Maybe that’s what being crazy is all about. The presence of those total contradictions. And 

maybe that’s the key to living successfully with a mental illness, the ability to live at peace with 

those total contradictions. Not to fight them, not to choose one over the other; but to give both of 

them their space. 

—— 

I like to tell my friends and family that I can depict my life however I want to. I can make my 

life seem bleak and miserable and hopeless. Or I can make my life seem joyous and enviable 

and promising. How I depict my life is oftentimes more a reflection of how I’m feeling than how 

my life actually is, and I think this is true for most people. I think most people can frame their 

lives however they choose - their challenges can either be burdens or calls to action. Their 

burdens can either weigh them down or make them stronger. It’s just very literal for me. 

I was diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder while attending a small private Lutheran school 

in Mankato, MN. It was my second semester there. I’d been having some problems with school 

ever since high school - abysmally low grades they blamed on test anxiety but were really more 

related to the fact that I instantly forgot everything I read. 

My senior year of high school I decided I wanted to go to art school, to be a painting major. I 

had very little experience painting, but somehow got into a prestigious art school. It was $40,000 

a year and we couldn’t afford that. So I took a year off and worked to save up money for school. 

But working didn’t work out so well. I spent all the money I was supposed to save (in what I’ve 

now come to recognize as the first identifiable manic period in my life) and so had to take out a 

student loan when I finally got to art school. 

For some reason art school didn’t agree with me - various stories have me telling people it 

was because I wasn’t learning anything, or because there was too much drug use. But it’s a bit 

more simple than that. My gut was telling me to leave. And, being the type of person with good 

gut instincts, I followed my gut. 
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I dropped out, returned home, and applied to the painting program at the tiny private Lutheran 

college in Minnesota. My parents had met at that college. I too might meet a nice girl there and 

get married. 

And I did indeed meet a nice girl there. My first semester in Minnesota was probably the only 

semester of school I’ve ever really enjoyed. Even though I was a Freshman they gave me a 

senior studio in the basement of one of the dorms. They also let me participate in upper-class 

critiques. I felt welcomed there. And the girl I met was one of the sweetest people I’ve ever 

known. 

But come summer break, everything fell apart. I had an enormously difficult time painting that 

summer - I remember I switched studios three times. I was only able to complete one miserable 

painting the entire summer when I was used to doing two enormous canvases in a month. I 

don’t remember a whole lot of it, ECT has wiped away those memories, but apparently I just 

locked myself in my room and would only come down for dinner. I wasn’t my usual friendly, 

loquacious self. My girlfriend would call me but I didn’t know who she was, I was suspicious of 

her. I stopped answering her calls and responding to her texts until she finally broke up with me. 

I came to my senses shortly afterwards and came to the conclusion the only way to make 

things right with her was to go back for another semester and apologize. Apparently I couldn’t 

just do it over the phone. 

My parents were hesitant. They knew something was wrong, but they didn’t know what it was. 

I don’t think they ever suspected mental illness. They finally acquiesced when I agreed to see a 

therapist while I was going to school - so at least someone would be looking out for me. 

My second semester was terrible. I got psychotic while trying to make amends with my ex-

girlfriend and ended up yelling at her and accusing her of trying to poison me. The soccer team 

started banging on my door in the middle of the night and threatening to kill me, I suspect 

because they’d found out about my mental illness. When I went to the Dean of Students to 

complain he just said, “boys will be boys.” My second semester was easily the worst I’ve ever 

had. But I was stubborn and refused to let my parents come to Minnesota to take me home.  
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My friend, Maggie, told me years later that I would come to her dorm and call her, hang up 

when she answered, and when she came downstairs to see if everything was okay, I’d just walk 

upstairs to her apartment and sit on her couch and stare blankly at the wall. I wouldn’t respond 

to my favorite movies or music, I wouldn’t do anything when she offered me my favorite foods. I 

would just sit and stare for a couple hours or so and then eventually get up and leave. It wasn’t 

at all unusual for me to be sitting in my dorm room doing my homework one second and then 

the next second, with a blink of my eyes, I would be in class. I was dissociating. Somehow 

hours had passed and I had no idea what I’d done in the intervening time. 

I got back to Colorado and saw a psychiatrist. He prescribed Abilify. I took it a couple times, 

hated it, and never took it again. I came back a month later - told him the Abilify had been awful 

and he prescribed another medication. I’d take the new drug a couple-three times, hate it, and 

the whole cycle would start all over again. 

I had applied to CU-Denver as a philosophy major; totally not remembering how anytime I 

read anything I would forget it almost instantly. It was there that I met the girl who would 

ultimately become my ex-fiancée. She was good for me in that she encouraged me to be more 

independent. I’m a naturally independent person, but it was my ex-fiancée who helped me move 

out into my first apartment, and got me a job at the computer repair shop where she did the 

finances. That job provided some of the only stability I knew for a couple years. 

I would start a semester of school and invariably have to drop out for medical reasons - 

because I was hospitalized in the psych ward for a week and a half and had missed too much 

school, because I was getting psychotic too often and was missing class. My illness was telling 

me as adamantly as it could that school was not the life for me, but I just kept on going. The 

computer repair shop was not only a source of income, but also a place of solace. I was raised 

in the innards of a computer like some kids are raised under the hood of a car. I’ve rarely met a 

computer I can’t fix. And it was rewarding to fix computers every day and help people. 

I was ignoring my illness. I was only taking my pills when it was convenient for me. But with 

psych meds, I can’t just take them when I feel like it (with the exception of my PRNs, of course), 
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I have to take them at the same time every day - I have to set a schedule and I have to stick to 

that schedule. I can’t miss a day, I can’t be late by an hour - I thrive and flounder at the 

consumption of my pills. But I wasn’t taking things seriously at that point - life was a game. I was 

riding bikes with a beautiful girl who wanted to marry me. We were going to Vegan Community 

Dinner every week, I was hosting her and our best friend for brunch every Sunday morning. 

It was true that I would sometimes get psychotic and have to lay my head in her lap and just 

cry and shake all over. It was true that when I first met my ex-fiancée and her best friend in 

Logic class that I was dissociating and so didn’t even acknowledge their presence when they 

came over to introduce themselves. It was true that I was suffering. But the suffering wasn’t as 

bad as it had been. I wasn’t losing vast tracts of time, the psychosis wasn’t nearly as violent or 

painful. Things were better. Why should I take my pills? 

—— 

Depression is the world’s ugliest word. At least, it’s the ugliest word I know. 

Because depression is suffering for no reason. Depression is feeling the lowest of lows, so 

low that you can’t even get yourself to cry anymore, a low so beyond apathy that it wraps itself 

around you and envelopes you until you can’t even see three inches in front of you. 

I often compare my life with mental illness as dragging a heavy load of useless cargo through 

an endless field of muck. That heavy load is the burden that depression puts on you. There are 

two kinds of depression - situational depression, the kind of depression most people experience 

at some point in their lives: at the loss of a loved one or at the news that someone very dear to 

them has a serious mental illness, for instance. And then there’s capital-D Depression. The kind 

with no rhyme or reason to it, the kind that has no purpose. The kind that you can’t reason with, 

can’t argue with, can’t bargain with. With capital-D Depression, it doesn’t matter how many 

times people tell you that they love you and want to support you, it doesn’t matter if people 

surprise you with thoughtful gifts or a trip to your favorite art museum; you’re just going to slink 
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right back down to those old lowest of lows soon afterwards. 

This probably isn’t a popular thing to say, but I think there’s truth to the whole “suck it up”, 

“pull yourself together” kind of logic with which some people approach a mental illness like 

Depression. Having suffered from Depression for so long, I’ve come to realize that there isn’t 

anything anyone else can do to get me out of my funk. That it must be me who puts in the hard 

work of either shedding the excess, heavy cargo or else strengthening myself to be able to 

withstand the burden. But I think the “man-up” mentality is also fundamentally misguided in that 

it’s applied at the wrong time. It’s like kicking someone when they’re not only down on the 

ground but also unconscious. 

I don’t think I’m depressed anymore. Which is maybe a weird thing to say, because don’t you 

think I would know if I weren’t depressed? My reasoning for wording it like that is 1. because I’m 

naturally cautious about making such a wondrous declaration and 2. because of what I talked 

about earlier, how it’s so hard to know how I’m doing. 

I consider myself a realistic optimist. Meaning, I try to always put the best construction on 

things (like my mom told me time and time again when I was growing up), but I also recognize I 

live in the real world, and the real world can be an awful place. The real world is far from ideal. 

And so while I’d like to think of myself as free from the confines of depression, I also recognize 

that it can come back at any time. I choose not to live in fear of all of my hard work over the 

years coming toppling down - to do so would just hasten it. I just know that it’s gotten bad 

before, and so it’ll get bad again. 

It’s the Depression I loathe most. I can deal with voices in my head, I can deal with the 

frightening creatures I hallucinate, I can handle paranoia and delusions. But the utter bleakness 

of capital-D Depression? That’s something to be taken seriously, that’s something that can end 

my life with one selfish, foolish decision. 

When I left Minnesota, I started to rebuild a life of sorts. Initially, I’d told all of my friends about 

my illness and the vast majority of them told me to sod off. I had been a popular guy, well-liked. 

But upon getting diagnosed, the illusion of so many friendships just evaporated. Why? I think 
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because people fear mental illness. People don’t want to mess with it. I don’t think people’s 

number one fear is public speaking, it’s losing their mind, it’s going crazy. And so it’s too tall of 

an order to have someone in their life to remind them of the very real possibility that they could 

lose their own mind. “If it happened to Chris, it could happen to anyone, it could happen to me.” 

The life I’d rebuilt was not based on a firm foundation. Very few people knew about my 

mental illness. I can think of maybe three or four people whom I told. No one at Vegan 

Community Dinner knew, no one at the church I was going to knew. I was, I think 

understandably, afraid to tell anyone. Having experienced the utter rejection of literally dozens 

of my other friends, how could I expect these new friends to accept me? Weren’t all people just 

the same? 

And so Depression loomed over me, and my ignoring my illness exacerbated my condition. I 

wasn’t doing anything to take care of myself. I was just living like any normal 22/23 year-old 

would. I didn’t drink very much, or do drugs anymore, but I was staying out until all hours of the 

night. I was going to parties and exposing myself to large, triggering crowds. I was doing pretty 

much the opposite of what I do now. Whereas, now every moment of my day is guided by an 

understanding that I’m going to do what’s best for my mental health, back then it was just 

guided by what typically guides someone at that age: What’s most fun? What’s most 

interesting? 

I was hospitalized twice in the beginning of 2009. I walked into my therapist’s office and told 

her I had a plan to kill myself. She called my Dad, and my Dad took me to Porter Adventist 

Hospital - to the psych ward. I only have vague recollections of my time there. I went there again 

only a few weeks later, on the day I was originally supposed to be married, a wedding my ex-

fiancée and I cancelled for reasons I don’t remember anymore.  

Then, by around Thanksgiving of 2009 I’d deteriorated enough that my parents were taking 

turns waking me up at 4 in-the-morning to drive to Louisville to see the best ECT doctor in the 

country. I went there three times a week for six months. Including two other totally normal-type 

surgeries, I’ve had anesthesia 74 times. 
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By the end of it, I wouldn’t remember much of anything surrounding the years 2009 and 2010, 

I wouldn’t remember what my ex-fiancée looks like or sounds like, how she left me, why she left 

me, or even really how we met. I wouldn’t know how to read, I wouldn’t know how to paint or 

draw, I wouldn’t know how to ride a fixed-gear bicycle, I wouldn’t even remember how to fix 

computers. I lost my home, my job, even my beloved cat Baxter whom I had to give away to a 

friend because my Mom is terribly allergic to cats. 

My entire life fell apart. I lost very nearly everything. I almost lost my faith in God. 

And so, recovering from ECT, I slept in as late as I could because I just couldn’t bear another 

day; finally getting out of bed and turning on the same movie that was showing on cable day 

after day after day, and just staring at the wall - willing time to go by until my Dad would come 

home for lunch. Sometimes my Dad would find me on the back porch and I’d burst into tears 

and he’d have to stay with me for a while. 

The tears looked like a sign of a miserable person, someone who’d hit rock bottom. But in 

actuality, those were the tears of someone who’d come a long way in their journey with capital-

D Depression. When my Depression was at its worst, I couldn’t have cried for anything. So to 

actually cry at how miserable I was, was an improvement. It certainly looked worse; before I just 

kind of stoically bore the brunt of it and now I would just break down. But it was the first step 

among many, in a process I’ve oftentimes described as two steps forward and one step back. It 

was a slow, arduous process. But improvement inevitably came. 

My brain was fried. My ECT doctor told me I’d get my memories back within 6 months. It’s 

been 7 years now, and my memory is still very poor. I’ve worked really hard on improving my 

memory, but I still can’t do most kinds of math in my head, my short term and working memory 

are almost useless. I do remember more than I did 7 years ago - I have memories of my 

childhood, I have a few more memories of high school. I don’t remember much of college, I 

don’t remember hardly anything in the couple year span of 2009-2010, except exactly what it’s 

like to get ECT. The whole process is the prologue of my first novel, which is getting published 

soon. 
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And because my brain was fried, I needed to heal. But I was anxious to put my life back 

together again. I thought I’d go back to school, get involved with my church community and 

Vegan Community Dinner again, maybe get back together with my ex-fiancée and everything 

would be back to normal. 

I found out quickly school is impossible for me. The stress of it makes me psychotic. During 

my last attempt at school, about a year after ECT, I got psychotic every single day, sometimes 

multiple times a day. I was a computer science major and didn’t understand a single thing we 

were doing. The Office of Disability had scanned my text book so I could have my computer 

read it to me, but that helped very little. I’d read a chapter and immediately forget it - it didn’t 

matter how carefully I read, how many notes I took, how many little studying tricks I tried - the 

instant I read something, I forgot it. I might as well have not even read. 

And without the ability to function in society - without the ability to go to school, without being 

able to hold down a job, my psychiatrist convinced me to apply for Social Security Disability 

Income (SSDI). My therapist had been trying for the better part of a year, but I’d always resisted 

her. Now, faced with not being able to earn a living, SSDI was my only shot at independence. 

I placed my hope in getting on SSDI soon. I tried to go back to church. I was successful for a 

while because the church was meeting at a place with a balcony. On the balcony, I was isolated 

from the rest of the congregation. Crowds were increasingly starting to bother me, and because 

I was seeing a Cognitive and Behavioral Therapist I was learning to be more in-tune with what 

my body and mind were telling me, so the balcony offered reprieve. I still oftentimes came home 

psychotic - the reflective windows of the train back home spooked me. And so I’d exit the train, 

not participating in reality, somehow make it to my Dad’s car, and then proceed to break down 

from the insanity of those windows and the terrors they presented me, over the course of the 10 

minute drive back home. 

Vegan Community Dinner ended because people were less interested in keeping it going. I 

had been one of the main organizers of the Dinner, and there was nothing I could do to keep it 

going. 
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My ex-fiancée didn’t want to talk to me. I heard through a friend that she never wanted to 

speak to me or see me ever again. I assumed I’d hurt her in a substantial way. 

So my grand plan of putting my life back together exactly like it had been wasn’t feasible. I 

would have to put my life back together again some other way. I don’t think it was quite a 

conscious decision on my part that I was going to “do it right”, but the trauma of 6 months of 

ECT was fresh in my mind. The reality of the seriousness of my illness, how it’s a potentially 

fatal disease, had finally set in. 

—— 

My new goal was to get on SSDI and move out of my parents’ house. A noble goal, any 

person in their mid-20s should be looking to move out of their parents’ house, but most mid-20 

year olds don’t have a severe, debilitating illness to contend with. They’re perfectly capable of 

getting a job or going to school - it’s possible for them to improve their economic situation. I had 

no means of income, knew that my parents couldn’t pay for rent and living expenses for 

whatever place I found, and so everything hinged on the nearly year-long process of getting on 

SSDI and hoping it was enough to be able to live on. 

My parents were wholeheartedly against me moving out. Their thinking was to keep me in 

Aurora where they could take care of me. I knew that if I were going to convince my parents’ to 

let me live on my own, I was going to have to prove how necessary it was for my mental health 

to be back in the city I love and that I was serious about improving my mental health. 

And the first step of actually improving my mental health is one that families of those with 

mental illness so frequently struggle with: medication. 

I can understand why families are baffled by their loved ones stubborn refusal to take their 

pills - it’s engrained in our culture that, when you’re sick, you take a pill. We take pills for so 

many things: headaches, heartburn, high blood pressure, you name it; and they help so quickly 

and so easily and with so few side effects that it seems almost stupid not to take them. Psych 
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meds are much different. They fundamentally alter your personality in some cases, they can 

reduce you to sleeping 18-20 hours a day when you first start taking them, they make your 

thinking so cloudy you couldn’t reason your way out of a wet paper bag - a toddler could run 

intellectual circles around you. Psych meds don’t have the amazing benefit of making you feel 

better with very few side effects. They oftentimes have so many side effects that you forget 

entirely about any benefit they might bring because you’re so tired, you’re so hungry, you’re so 

lethargic, you’re so stupid, you’re so un-human on these things that it seems entirely rational to 

just not take them and go back to feeling the way you’ve always felt. 

Pills are supposed to make you feel better, and psych meds seem to just trade one kind of 

feeling awful for a dozen different ways of feeling awful. 

This is an incomplete list of side effects I’ve experienced on psych meds: uncontrolled tremor 

in my hands, to the point that I was incapable of drawing any kind of line whatsoever on a piece 

of paper, the risk of developing heat stroke when exposed to sun light and hypothermia in the 

shade, poikilothermia it’s called. I can remember walking home from a coffee shop in the 

summer and having to put my hoodie on and shivering like it was the dead of winter whenever I 

came to a place that was shaded and then having to take my hoodie off and feeling so boiling 

hot I thought I was going to pass out whenever I came to a place what was in the sun. The 

single most terrifying experience I’ve ever had is when I woke up completely paralyzed, 

thankfully able to still breathe, but unable to even yell out for help because all I could move was 

my eyes. It lasted for over an hour, just sitting there with my thoughts; my dad downstairs 

thinking I was still sleeping when I was really trapped inside a useless body that couldn’t even 

swallow. I pictured feeding tubes and colostomy bags and catheters, I thought I’d never move 

again. I comforted myself by thinking that I’d just dedicate my life to playing chess, that seemed 

to be about the only thing I was capable of doing. I’ve randomly passed out. I’ve seen double 

while riding my bike through Cherry Creek State Park. The hunger I’ve experienced on psych 

meds is so tremendous I nearly doubled my body weight, gaining 135 pounds just from all the 

superfluous eating I did as a result of taking my pills. A hunger so powerful there’s no way I 
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could sleep through it, a hunger so powerful I could eat a week’s worth of food in a single sitting. 

At one point, it was a good day if I got up by noon. Since moving out of my parents’ house, I’ve 

met my Dad at 12:30p for a walk. I used to frequently miss that walk because I was still 

sleeping. It wasn’t uncommon to have days where I only had a handful of hours where I could 

do anything productive because I was sleeping so much. I’ve drooled uncontrollably, I’ve gotten 

irrationally angry at people for dumb reasons like they’re petting my dog too much, the list goes 

on and on. But I hope you get my point. 

When taking the pills and experiencing the side effects - they don’t seem like a reasonable 

treatment. They don’t seem like a worthwhile tradeoff. To sacrifice so much all so you don’t hear 

voices or hallucinate? It seems absurd. 

But still, back then, I didn’t know how else to help myself. It was the Christmas of 2011. I was 

reasonably dedicated to taking my pills, but I didn’t take them with the tenacity and discipline I 

now take them with. 

It was the second Christmas at my grandma’s I’d missed because of my illness. I’d missed 

the year before because I was in the middle of getting ECT and I was missing this year because 

I’d had a panic attack on the way to the airport and there was no way to get me to fly. So my 

Mom and my sister were there, and my Dad and I were back home. 

My sister had managed to find an open WiFi network, so everyone took turns saying “hi” to 

me and my Dad on FaceTime. 

Then it came time for my little cousin, Maren to say hello. She was maybe four at the time. 

She asked me how I was doing, and I told her I was doing fine, and then she told me that she 

prayed for me every night and hoped that I would get better soon. 

I was floored. 

My Mom had told me stuff like so-and-so at church is praying for you, or that my Grandma 

was praying for me. But somehow that hadn’t really sunk in. Maybe I was cynical enough to 

think that my Mom was just saying that to make me feel better. But to know that my little cousin, 

who probably has no clue what schizoaffective disorder is, is spending her bedtime saying a 
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prayer specifically for me? Well, it was amazing. 

It was the first time it occurred to me that my illness affects more than just me. That when I 

get psychotic it hurts not only me but also those around me. That when I ignore my symptoms 

and do unhealthy things because I’m stubborn and just want a “normal” life, that I’m hurting 

other people too. That having a mental illness doesn’t mean suffering alone, it means other 

people suffer too. There’s no universal way to feel the pain of depression or the fear of 

psychosis. But it’s universally painful and it’s universally terrifying. 

And so I made a promise to myself. I’d take my pills twice a day every day. I’d carry 

emergency doses of my daily medication, plus my PRNs, with me in my bag so I could stay on 

schedule. I’d set reminders on my phone and I’d swallow those abhorrent things and deal with 

the side effects until the side effects became more tolerable. Because while the side effects are 

bad, they do get better if you take the medication consistently for long enough. 

It had to start somewhere and I didn’t know where else to start. My parents had reminded me 

time and time again how important it was to take my pills. It just took a four year old to truly 

convince me of that. And all I can think is: God bless Maren. 

You can’t make the mistake of taking mental illness casually, but you also can’t take it so 

seriously that you lose sight of what’s most important - the safety and well-being of your loved 

one. There’s no one right way of living with a mental illness. Take a dozen people who 

successfully live with similar mental illnesses, and you have a dozen different methods of 

successfully living with them. 

—— 

You can see Kerrinpuppy sleeping on my Dad’s lap right now. She’s curled up, completely 

content to sleep while I speak to y’all. I’d say she’s heard it all before, but she’s always slept 

through my speeches. 

Initially, Kerrin was an impossibility because of the stubbornness of my dad and then, when I 
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finally got her, I thought she would be at best merely tolerated. But seeing my favorite dog in the 

universe curled up contentedly in my Dad’s lap is not an unusual sight. I have dozens and 

dozens of pictures of the two of them sleeping. My Dad recently took the two-thousand-some 

pictures I’ve taken of Kerrin over the years and made a website for her. She’s the only dog I 

know with an actual website, not an Instagram account or a Facebook page, but a real website 

with a real domain name. 

This is surprising because my dad was diametrically opposed to me getting a dog. It seemed 

like an obvious thing to me. There’s tons of research on how much animals help people with 

mental illness and so I thought I just needed to mention that fact and my dad would be like 

“that’s a great idea, let’s go get you a dog tomorrow.” 

Nope, what I got was “one time, when I was little, I stepped in dog poop in my bare feet when 

I was headed down the stairs and I don’t want it to happen again.” 

What I got was shot down every time I mentioned it because my dad had only ever had to do 

the work involved with having a dog and never an opportunity to appreciate the joys of having a 

dog. It didn’t matter how much I insisted I would clean up every mess, that I would take the dog 

for walks, that I would feed the dog and do all of the manual labor involved in a dog, that he 

would have to do zero work in raising my dog, my dad treated me like a five year old who 

promised all of those things but just couldn’t deliver. 

A dog was my hope of being able to actually walk outside by myself. As it was, I had to walk 

with my dad. Not a bad thing by any means, but I thought it would be nice to be able to walk 

when he wasn’t around. If I walked in my parents’ neighborhood without someone to escort me, 

I’d get so paranoid that I’d get psychotic. A dog was freedom. And I’ve always kept my 

promises. You can trust me at my word, and you’ve always been able to. So it was insulting to 

me to be making these promises and be shot down because my dad seemed to be assuming I 

wasn’t capable of taking care of a dog; because my dad didn’t stop to think it would be 

something that could really help me. 

My dad is stubborn like I’m stubborn. But like me, when he sees a reason to stop being 
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stubborn he usually turns around. I’m thankful he’s a humble man. Without my dad’s humility 

Kerrin wouldn’t be sleeping on his lap right now, so content to ignore me talking about her. 

Walks have been crucial to my treatment for a number of years now. I try to go on one every 

day. At the time my dad and I were walking after he got home from work and we’d eaten dinner. 

Through our travels through the neighborhood we’d befriended a neighborhood cat, whom I’d 

named Milton. He’d just come sauntering over to us, meowing up a storm one day, rubbing 

against our legs to get scratches, and we’d been instantly endeared to him. We brought him 

treats, we sat down and let him head-butt us; and he would always make time for us whenever 

he saw us pass by. He even tried to follow us home one time. 

I had a tendency to get psychotic on walks at the time. I got psychotic a lot back in those 

days, I didn’t quite have the tools to be able to detect them as early as I can now and thus 

prevent them, so they often just snuck up on me and, if I was on a walk, it’d be a race to get 

home before psychosis completely took over so I’d be in a safe place. 

This exact thing happened one night when Dad and I were walking. I got silent all of a 

sudden, a certain sign of psychosis, and then sped up to try to make it home before I got 

psychotic. I was near Milton’s house, trying to hold myself together, when who do I hear but my 

little buddy meowing away and ambling over to me. 

It was like someone flipped a switch. I bent over and started petting Milton and it was like I’d 

forgotten I was supposed to be getting psychotic. My dad caught up and saw a completely 

different Chris. Gone was the disturbed, scary, about to suffer through physical, emotional, and 

psychological pain Chris. and in his place was good ol’ regular Chris, asking him if he had any 

Milton treats. 

My Dad can be an idiot. Ask him, he’ll tell you himself. But when he sees the power a beloved 

animal has to knock the psychosis right out of his son, he pays attention. And so he told me that 

they’d get me a dog. 

The only problem is that my dad had been laid off from his job, the economy wasn’t exactly 

the best, and we couldn’t afford a dog. My sister got wind of this, heard the story of a 
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neighborhood cat’s ability to switch my psychosis off and told my Mom she’d pay the adoption 

fee. 

And now Kerrin is just as much a part of the family as anyone else, our 6th anniversary was 

just a couple weeks ago. She’s incredibly intuitive, she can read my mood sometimes better 

than I can. She can make psychosis go away or at least make it substantially less traumatic with 

just a few kisses. She allows me to go on walks by myself, she’s the whole reason I can live on 

my own. She’s my Little Girl, my best friend, and she means the world to me. 

She’s a service dog, but I don’t take her absolutely everywhere. She’s well trained, a good 

dog, but doesn’t always do so well with other dogs. And I don’t need to take her everywhere. I 

take her to appointments with my psychiatrist and my therapist, where she’s good at comforting 

me when I talk about especially traumatic things. 

But mostly she provides me with company. Someone to talk to throughout the day. Someone 

to greet me with an enthusiasm only dogs can muster when I come home. Someone to take 

responsibility over and care for and nurture. Someone with which to bond. I’m sure most people 

say this about their dogs, but she’s truly remarkable. My old therapist told me one time she’s 

never seen an owner and a dog more closely bonded than Kerrin and I are. 

—— 

I think a lot of how we currently treat mental illness inspires hopelessness; it encourages 

those with mental illness to just accept the lot that’s been given to them in life and not to expect 

any sort of improvement. We don’t expect a lot out of those suffering from mental illness. And 

while there have indeed been times in my life where you couldn’t expect a whole lot out of me, 

when I was first recovering from ECT for instance, or when I moved out of my parents’ house 

after getting on SSDI and didn’t know what to do with myself - it’s only been through a 

substantial amount of work on my part that I’ve come to be as healthy as I am today. 

I don’t mean to minimize the role my family and friends play. They are instrumental to my 
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success. It was my mom’s idea originally for me to start my blog, which eventually led to me 

starting a novel and now that novel is going to be published soon. Without her encouraging me 

to do something like that, it probably would never have happened; I probably would never have 

written a book and I probably never would have worked as hard as I have been to be as healthy 

as I am. I want to write, and I need to be healthy in order to write - the two go hand-in-hand. To 

have purpose is such an important thing. And for me to have found my purpose means my days 

are a lot easier - my purpose gives me not only something to do with the long days, but also a 

sense of worth.  

My parents have always been there - ready to lend whatever kind of support they can. 

Whether it’s coming to get me in the dead of night because I’m psychotic and don’t feel safe by 

myself, my mom making sure I have food for the week, my dad taking it upon himself to do my 

laundry when I get to their place on Sundays, or my parents providing me with money so I can 

live on my own because SSDI doesn’t cover the entire cost of my apartment in Cap Hill. Pretty 

much whatever I need, they’re there to support me. And that support has been crucial. 

But they can provide all the support in the world and I still won’t get better. One of the most 

important lessons I’ve learned in the past year or so is that no one has the answers but me. I 

certainly have a lot of help - with medication and my therapist and endless conversations with 

my mom and dad and my friends. But mental illness is a wickedly complex monster, and no one 

understands my mental illness better than me. 

No, the answers must come from me. 

I can’t expect anyone to fix me like the doctor fixed my dad’s high blood pressure. It’s not as 

simple as taking a pill and everything is better. It’s not as simple as seeing a therapist and 

talking about your problems and everything is better. 

The truth is, I didn’t start to get better until I started taking charge of my illness. And not in 

ways you might expect. I still have problems bathing, I still have problems cooking for myself - 

there are still some practical life skills that elude me. But my mental health is probably even 

better than it was before I got diagnosed. I have the ability to essentially meditate my way out of 
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psychotic episodes. And the ability to prevent a psychotic episode is far more valuable than 

bathing regularly or being able to cook myself a meal every night. 

I’ve been meditating since I was a teenager. It works wonders for me in the sense that it 

provides me with a sense of calm in my otherwise chaotic brain. My brain has a tendency 

towards over-activity: voices in my head, racing thoughts, obsessions with certain things, or else 

with delusions that someone can read my every thought. My meditation routine allows my brain 

to calm itself, to get rid of the veritable cornucopia of thoughts that might otherwise lead me to 

psychosis. The brain itself is a powerful tool in combating mental illness - you can train it to do 

pretty much whatever you want. So for me to meditate is to encourage it to be calm, to be even, 

and to be rational. 

Staying mentally healthy is an extraordinary amount of work. My job is not 40 hours a week, 

it’s 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Everything I do is geared toward helping me better cope with 

my mental illness. 

—— 

I mentioned earlier that I think there’s some truth to the tough-love “man-up”, “pull yourself up 

by your boot straps” mentality some folks have toward people with mental illness. There’s truth 

to it in so far as those sentiments are similar to what I’ve been telling myself lately. But I think 

the key difference is that I’m telling myself those things as opposed to having someone else tell 

me those things. My parents have never been harsh or impatient with me, they’ve been the 

complete opposite. They’ve been nurturing and caring and above all patient. 

Right after ECT, I had to sleep on the floor of my parents’ bathroom, read to by my dad every 

night because I couldn’t read for myself. I think I’ve come a long ways in the six-and-a-half years 

since ECT - I’m not only reading books at a pace of about a book a week, I’m also writing my 

own books. 

It probably seemed like a lifetime to my parents that I was in their bathroom. Sleeping off my 
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heavy doses of medication underfoot as they tried to get ready for work in the morning. I was an 

inconvenience, I was certainly in their way. But they never complained. They’ve never held it 

against me. We’ve always had the attitude that we just do what needs to be done. And it did 

eventually get better - I graduated from the floor of my parents’ bathroom, to the floor of my own 

bedroom, to a bed, to a cot in my own bedroom in a house in Cap Hill, to a futon in a tiny studio 

apartment, and finally to my own bed in my own wonderful apartment where I currently live. 

“It gets better,” says the Defiance, Ohio song that became my anthem shortly after I was 

done with ECT. And indeed it does. 

I think having a purpose in life, a goal to work towards helps tremendously. Without writing I 

don’t know where I’d be, without my blog and my novels and these talks, I don’t know what I’d 

be doing with myself. But beyond that is attitude. I have a ridiculously upbeat attitude toward my 

life. On my knuckles are tattooed the words “So it goes”. It’s a Kurt Vonnegut quote. In his 

novel, Slaughterhouse Five, he writes the phrase every time a character dies. The tattoo is 

there to remind me that life is what it is, things just sort of happen and I don’t have any control 

over them. What I do have control over is my response to what happens to me. It reminds me to 

have a good attitude. 

Without a good attitude, there is no hope; without a good attitude you lose your will to fight. I 

think a good attitude is the most essential piece of living with a mental illness. Because if you 

keep things in perspective, then life isn’t so lonely, your pain isn’t as miserable, and life isn’t as 

awful. It just is what it is. So it goes. 

Thank you. 
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